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Executive Summary
Reclaimed wastewater (RW) is a vital and valuable water resource that helps the City of
Santa Fe meet its current water supply needs; it can also play a critical role in meeting
future potable water supply demand. Since the adoption of the previous RW plan, the
Treated Effluent Management Plan (TEMP) in 1998, the quantity of available RW has been
reduced by 29% because of the City’s comprehensive indoor water conservation programs
while RW use has more than doubled (Figure 3). This Reclaimed Wastewater Resource
Plan (RWRP), developed with the assistance of the “Working Group” members identified on
the cover page, prioritizes current RW uses and identifies strategies and implementing
actions to optimize current and future use of the resource. This analysis concluded that RW
availability is currently limited during the peak summer irrigation months and that the
shortfall will increase in the future with new RW uses anticipated by the City. The
methodology used for prioritizing RW uses herein can be applied in the future to new
circumstances; thus, this plan serves not only as a blueprint for RW use today, but also
serves as a roadmap for the future.
This RWRP considers the City’s current and projected RW needs through the 2020s. RW
availability is projected 40 years in to the future through 2052. Based on the City’s average
RW production of 1,887 million gallons/yr (5,790 af/yr) over the past five years, this
RWRP assumes that 1,825 mg/yr (5,600 af/yr) and 152 mg/mo (467 af/mo) of RW is
available (Section 4) at a steady daily and monthly rate for the 40-year planning period.
The difference (62 mg/y; 190 af/yr) between the RW produced and the amount allocated
in this Plan is reserved to accommodate for changes in use, metering uncertainty, and/or
changes in future conditions.
The RW use options considered in this analysis include current uses: direct sale for dust
control and other construction purposes; irrigation of municipal recreational fields at the
Municipal Recreational Complex (MRC) and the infield at Santa Fe Downs; irrigation of the
Marty Sanchez Links de Santa Fe and the Santa Fe Country Club golf courses; dust control
at the regional landfill; watering livestock on the Caja del Rio; irrigation of the educationscape at the New Mexico Game and Fish facility; and for Santa Fe River flows downstream
of the City’s wastewater treatment plant to support the river/riparian ecosystem and local
agriculture (Section 5). The analysis also includes potential future uses: irrigation of the
turf at the Santa Fe Equestrian Center (also a previous use); irrigation of the Southwest
Area Node Park; irrigation of turf at schools, the library and other open space along the
Southwest Sector effluent pipeline; offsetting the surface water depletions in the La
Cienega area caused by the City’s pumping of the Buckman well field; piping RW upstream
to the Santa Fe River; and future potable water supply (Section 5).

For this analysis, an annual, monthly and maximum peak daily RW budget for all of the
current and potential future RW uses was determined, either based on past usage,
contracts, requests, or estimates (Section 6). The demand for monthly and daily RW is
great. The combined monthly demand for all the options, except RW for potable water
supply, is 213 mg/d (Table 2), 40% more than the RW available; the combined daily
demand of all the options (except RW for potable water) supply is 6.9 mg/d (Table 2), 38%
more than the available amount. Hence, RW demand is greater than available supply under
I
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current average conditions, which will only worsen under drier hotter drought and
projected climate change-impacted conditions.

The RW options were ranked according to criteria and methodology (Section 5) approved
in May 2012, by the City’s governing body. Using the ranking methodology and then
prioritizing uses that are non-discretionary (long-term contracts and permit
requirements), the RW options were prioritized; the first three options retain equal
ranking, because no distinction is made within these uses required by permits versus longterm contracts):
1. Buckman Well Field Permit Compliance- 33 mg/yr; 100 af/yr
1. US Forest Service Livestock Water – 2.3 mg/yr; 7 af/yr
1. Santa Fe Country Club Golf Course- 130 mg/yr; 400 af/yr
4. Municipal Recreation Complex – 54 mg/yr; 165 af/yr (65 mg/yr requested)
5. On-demand Sales for Dust Control, Construction– 31 mg/yr; 95 af/yr (65 mg/yr in
2007)
6. Dust Control at Regional Landfill – 6 mg/yr; 17 af/yr (12 mg/yr requested)
7. Marty Sanchez Links de Santa Fe Golf Course– 168mg/yr; 517 af/yr (196 mg/yr
requested)
8. Recreational Infield at Santa Fe Downs – 43.5 mg/yr; 134 af/yr
9. Future Potable Water Supply – approximately 717 mg/yr; 2,200 af/yr
10. Southwest Area Node Park - 19 mg/yr; 57 af/yr
11. New Mexico Game and Fish Educational Landscape – 1 mg/yr; 4 af/yr
12. Southwest Area Irrigated Parks and Open Space – 48 mg/yr; 149 af/yr
13. Downstream Santa Fe River – 600 mg/yr; 1,843 af/yr
14. Upstream Santa Fe River – 177 mg/yr; 543 af/yr
15. Santa Fe Equestrian Center – 41 mg/yr; 127 af/yr
16. Urban Food Production (originated from 2nd public meeting; no RW budget
developed)
These options and their monthly RW budgets were then compared to the available RW
(Section 7) to see how much of the RW needs could be met. The assessment was
performed in three different time frames - ‘current’, ‘near-future’, and ‘2020s’, including
only those projects relevant to the different timeframes (Section 7). For example, since
potable use of RW will likely take a decade to implement, the use is shown to first come
‘online’ in the 2020s analysis.

This analysis showed that all but two of the ‘current’ RW options can be met with the
available RW at this time (Figure 12 and 13); the exception is that there are insufficient
flows to fully meet the Downstream Santa Fe River 3 mg/d, target flows in June and the
Santa Fe Equestrian Center RW request in May, June and July. In the near future
(approximately 2018), the shortfall in RW will be even greater: using the Plan’s criteria and
ranking method, the Downstream Santa Fe River, the Santa Fe Equestrian Center, and the
Upstream Santa Fe River option do not have adequate supply during the summer months
(Figure 14). By the 2020s, when the infrastructure and permits to use RW for potable
supply may be ready, no RW is available for the SF Equestrian Center or the Upstream
Santa Fe River, and there continues to be insufficient RW to meet the 3 mg/d target flows
for Downstream Santa Fe River in June (Figure 15). By the 2020s, using the RW that is not
II
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needed during the irrigation season, the Plan estimates that approximately 717 mg/yr
(2,200 af/yr) of RW will be available for potable supply.

The determination of the RW shortfall is based upon current uses, anticipated uses, and
assumptions regarding necessary or desirable flows in the Santa Fe River below the
wastewater treatment plant, about which there is considerable uncertainty. Downstream
river system flow dynamics are continually changing because of drought, increasing
riparian vegetation, ongoing groundwater use, shifting wetlands, beaver activity and river
management activities. Additionally, the objectives to be satisfied by the river flows are not
well defined and Santa Fe River water rights have not been adjudicated.

RW is a valued resource and the cost to produce it is not insignificant. This plan reiterates
the recommendation of the 2003 Wastewater Reuse Advisory Task Force that all RW users,
municipal, non-municipal, and commercial facilities alike, should pay for their RW use
(Section 8.2), thus treating all users equitably and increasing the incentive to use the
resource more efficiently. This may result in RW costs shifting from those who supply it
(via the City’s sanitary sewer system) to those who benefit from it (e.g. sport recreationalists, golfers, and irrigators). The shift would recognize RW as a municipal asset and
may help pay for wastewater treatment and/or implementing actions identified in this
plan. Although not addressed in this document, it is likely that increased RW treatment
associated significant capital improvements will be needed in the future. Currently 98
percent of Santa Fe RW is assigned to users without any monetary compensation. Only 2
percent of the current RW uses generate revenue.

Above-ground use of the RW is currently regulated by the New Mexico Environment
Department (NMED) through surface and groundwater discharge permits. The City’s
wastewater treatment plant produces Class 1B wastewater, as defined by the “NMED
Ground Water Quality Bureau Guidance: Above Ground Use of Reclaimed Domestic
Wastewater”, which can be used for irrigating turf provided that public physical exposure
to RW is avoided through access controls, application methods, and setback distances.
While the RW-use recommendations set forth in this Plan are designed to be protective of
public health and the environment, the water quality standards and requirements may
change in the future, at which time treatment processes may need to be added or enhanced
and/or land application methods altered. Although the current regulations provide
safeguards, inappropriate use of RW and/or sporadic reductions in treatment performance
may result in human exposure to bacteriological pollution where RW is applied.
To guide current and future decision-making regarding RW, this RWRP identifies the
following strategies (Section 8), grouped into water supply, economic, water quality,
operational/management, stewardship, and green themes. Section 8 also lists proposed
implementing actions associated with each strategy.
Water Supply:  Use RW as a non-potable water supply.
 Use RW to meet Buckman Wells permit offset requirements.
 Use RW to supplement the City’s future potable water needs.
 Measure RW production and use.
Economic:

 Value RW as a municipal asset.
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 Use RW to generate revenue.
 Seek financial assistance to implement recommendations of this plan.

Water Quality:  Produce high quality RW.
 Minimize the public health risk in land application of RW.
Operational:

 Optimize existing RW delivery capacity.
 Develop necessary and equitable contracts, resolutions, and ordinances.
 Determine shortage sharing and emergency guidelines.
 Build Resiliency into RW allocations.

Stewardship:  Provide adequate flows to the Santa Fe River.
 Collaborate and coordinate with downstream agricultural communities
and other stakeholders.
Green:

 Use RW efficiently.
 Optimize energy consumption and production in RW transmission and
use.
 Build resiliency and adaptation to climate change into RW planning and
management.
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"By the Numbers" Summary Reclaimed Wastewater Fact Sheet
(Courtesy of Brian Drypolcher, City of Santa Fe)
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

City's Reclaimed Wastewater (RW) available
- 1,825 million gallons per year (mg/yr)
- 5,600acre feet per year
- 152 million gallons per month (mg/mo)
- 467 acre feet per month
- or, approximately 5 million gallons per day

For all options identified (pre-ranking), average RW demand exceeds production
- annual demand: 2,072 mg/yr (6,358 af/yr)
- annual available: 1,825 mg/yr (5,600 af/yr)
- maximum monthly demand: 213 mg/mo (654 af/m)
- maximum monthly available: 152 mg/mo (467 mg/mo)
- daily demand is 6.9 mg/d, or 38% more than the daily amount available
Trend: Reduction in RW production
- 1997: 2,300 million gallons (7,140 acre feet)
- 2011: 1,780 million gallons (5,600 acre feet)
Trend: Increase in RW use
- 1997: 247 million gallons (750 acre feet)
- 2011: 505 million gallons (1,535 acre feet)

Trend: Reduction per capita water consumption
- 1997: 170 gallons per capita per day
- Current: 106 gallons per capita per day

"RW Return Factor" – city potable water delivered, water consumed, wastewater reclaimed
- 62% of potable water produced for customers ends up at wastewater treatment plant
- 38% is "consumed"
Percentage of RW released to the SF River, seasonal variation
- 99% in January
- 50% in June

Potential RW available for future potable water supply (long term, 2020 scenario, water not
allocated to other uses identified in the plan)
- 717 million gallons per year
- 2,200 acre feet per year
- annual value, $2.15 million
Percent of RW currently sold (revenue generation) = 2%
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1 Introduction
In the arid Southwest, generally, and in Santa Fe specifically, the use of all available water
resources, including reclaimed wastewater (RW) is critical and necessary; it is, in fact, an
inherent principle of sound integrated water resource management. For decades the City’s
wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) has served as a producer and bulk supplier of RW.
RW is currently used for irrigation of turf at golf courses and recreational playing fields,
watering of educational landscaping, construction and dust control, and livestock water
(Figure 1). RW also makes up the majority of the flows in the Santa Fe River downstream
of the WWTP (Figure 1). The light blue numbered circles in Figure 2 show the locations
where RW is currently used. Two percent of the City’s RW is sold and offsets the cost of
wastewater treatment.
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Figure 1. Monthly use of reclaimed wastewater, 2012

The RWRP determines the current RW volume available for non-potable reuse, estimates
future RW availability, identifies current and potential future options for RW use, develops
and applies a methodology and criteria to rank the options, determines a roadmap on how
to use RW today and in the foreseeable future, recognizes the economic value of RW,
incorporates RW quality considerations in present and future planning, and delineates RW
use strategies and implementations.
The Plan is the collaborative product of the “Working Group”, an assembly of dedicated,
diverse, community stakeholders, who have met monthly for the past year to understand,
evaluate and recommend actions with respect to the City’s RW. The RW options consi1
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Figure 2: Location of reclaimed wastewater uses. Blue circles indicate current uses, orange
circles required uses and white circles potential future uses.
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dered herein were discussed and evaluated by Working Group members. The strategies
presented herein evolved from the group’s technical discussions. Organizations
represented include: Santa Fe County, the City’s Wastewater Division, the City’s Park and
Open Space Division (river and golf course staff), the City’s Water Division staff, the
Wastewater Reuse Advisory Task Force (WRATF), the La Bajada irrigation community,
Santa Fe Watershed Association, Jemez y Sangre Regional Water Council, Espanola Basin
Regional Issues Forum, The Club at Las Campanas, and Las Campanas Water and Sewer
Cooperative (LC W&S Coop).

million gallons per year

The Plan also reflects the ideas and input from elected officials, stakeholder and community
member input. Appendix C identifies numerous committee and public meeting discussions
on the draft plan; Appendix C and H include the comments and requests received from the
interested public and stakeholders over the course of plan development.
One important driver for
the reevaluation of this
2,500
Annual Production
Plan is the increase in RW
2302
use, especially during the
Annual Use
2,000
summer months with a
corresponding decrease
1781
in RW production. In
1,500
1997 a total of 2,300
million gallons (7,140 af)
1,000
was treated at the WWTP
28 %
11 %
and of that volume only
247 million gallons (750
500
af), or less than 11
505
percent, was delivered for
247
0
use (Figure 3). In
contrast, in 2011, a total
1997
2011
of 1,781 million gallons
Figure 3. Comparison of reclaimed wastewater production and
(5,600 af) of wastewater
use, 1997 and 2011
was treated and 505
million gallons (1,535 af),
or roughly 28 percent, was reused for non-potable uses (Figure 3; Appendix A). The vast
majority (73%) of RW was discharged to the Santa Fe River, where it supports the riparian
ecosystem and, seasonally, agriculture in the La Cienegilla, El Cañon, and La Bajada areas.
It is notable that Santa Fe’s indoor conservation efforts such as installing low flow toilets
and water efficient appliances, or harvesting grey water has reduced the amount of
available RW. Much less RW is available since the per capita water consumption dropped
from 170 gpcd in 1997 to today’s rate of approximately 106 gpcd.
1.1

Previous Studies and Related Efforts

The City has assessed RW needs and potential uses multiple times in the past decades.
Recognizing the important role that RW plays in meeting water demands, the City hired
Scanlon and Associates to analyze RW use in 1981 and 1984. Both studies, as well as the
3
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Wastewater Reuse Study for Santa Fe, New Mexico and the Effluent Irrigation and Return
Flow Credit Study determined that the unit cost to use RW for irrigation of parks and
cemeteries in town was higher than simply continuing to use potable water (CDM, 1998).

In 1997 the City’s contracted with Camp Dresser & McKee (CDM) and Lee Wilson and
Associates to reconsider and prioritize the City treated effluent uses, resulting in the City’s
Treated Effluent Management Plan (TEMP). The TEMP, approved in May of 1998,
coincided with the infrastructure improvements at the WWTP that included tertiary
filtration and UV disinfection.

In 2003, the City negotiated a settlement with Las Campanas, which had, as a provision of
the settlement, an obligation to provide up to 450 af/yr of RW. Also in 2003, the City
Council convened a Task Force to review and advise on RW agreements and make
recommendations to the Public Utilities Committee and the City Council. The Wastewater
Reuse Advisory Task Force (WRATF) reexamined the RW contracts and recommended
shorter contract terms, establishing RW budgets, and more clearly defined RW obligations.
A number of the Task Force recommendations have been since addressed while others
have not been implemented. The recommendations of the WRATF report that have not yet
been implemented are incorporated into this Plan, where appropriate.

City Resolution 2006-64 (Appendix E) directed staff to “analyze the potential for effluent
lines to provide water to City parks …” and “to prepare a report for the Governing Body
regarding plans for effluent lines.” This effort took a step in addressing that requirement,
by identifying that under the allocation priorities within this Plan sufficient RW is available
only for a pipeline carrying RW for the Tierra Contenta and the Southwest Area Node
(SWAN) Park. Plans for additional “purple” pipeline could be prepared if the RW currently
distributed to other uses is redirected.

Efforts to pipe RW to the planned Southwest Area Node (Swan) Park are underway. The
SWAN park master plan relies entirely on RW for its irrigation needs. A RW purple pipeline
has been designed to approximately the same capacity as the “purple” (northern) pipeline
that currently provides water to the Marty Sanchez Links de Santa Fe golf course, the
Municipal Recreation Complex, New Mexico Game and Fish, and the regional landfill.
Wastewater Management Division is finalizing the design specifications and expects to
construct the line in 2013.
1.2

Terminology and Units

A note about terminology: previous efforts used the term treated effluent to describe the
water produced by the City’s WWTP. In recognition of the value of the water produced, the
wastewater industry favors the term ‘reclaimed wastewater’. The term ‘reclaimed
wastewater’ better describes a product that begins as a waste product, and through
extensive primary, secondary and tertiary treatment and disinfection, results in a product
that can be reused for more purposes. Thus, the term ‘reclaimed wastewater’ has been
used throughout this document.
Both million gallons and acre-feet are units commonly used in Western water and
wastewater management. Where possible throughout this report, the RW usage is
provided in both units. When, however, both units could not be represented (e.g. in
4
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graphs), the unit most commonly used in water and wastewater production, million
gallons, has been employed.

2 Management, Production, and Regulations

RW is recycled wastewater that has been treated to meet specific water quality criteria, in
part, with the intent of being reused for a wider range of purposes. In Santa Fe, RW is
produced from the collection and treatment of indoor water use (e.g. wastewater or
sewage) from homes, businesses, and industry that is then treated at the City’s WWTP
located off Airport Road (Figure 2) and adjacent to the Santa Fe River. The wastewater is
treated by a combination of pre-treatment, primary sedimentation, secondary biological
treatment, and tertiary multi-media filtration before being disinfected with ultraviolet (UV)
disinfection. For the past five years, 62% of the potable water delivered to Santa Fe
residences and businesses is collected as wastewater; the other 38% is consumed, most
commonly by outdoor irrigation. Currently about 5 million gallons per day (mg/d) of
wastewater is treated at the City’s WWTP.

2.1 Management of Reclaimed Wastewater

The City of Santa Fe Wastewater Management Division (WWMD) is responsible for the
production and management of the RW. As the bulk provider of RW, the WWMD
responsibilities include: providing a finished RW product that is in compliance with state
water quality regulations; coordinating the use of RW among users; assembling meter
information; billing RW users, where appropriate; maintaining the WWTP effluent
discharge flow meter to the Santa Fe River; monitoring and reporting per the City’s
discharge permit, in some cases including the land application by other entities; developing
RW contracts; and informing City’s management and decision makers on the matters
related to RW use. The WWMD is not responsible for maintaining distribution systems and
pumping stations, reading or calibrating RW meters, operation and maintenance (O&M),
and costs associated with O&M and RW delivery.
During the irrigation season, WWMD staff determines a schedule whereby different users
can withdraw RW from the post-treatment outfall channel via one of the six distribution
lines that exit the WWTP facility: 1) SF Country Club golf course (GC), 2) SF Downs, 3) the
pipeline to the on-demand stand pipe on the east end of the property, 4) the “northern”
purple pipeline (MRC, Marty Sanchez GC, Landfill, etc.), 5) Las Campanas via a 2 MG
storage tank (not currently in use), and 6) SF Equestrian Center (not currently in use).

Most of the diversion pumping equipment and the meters are housed in the small buildings
on either side of the canal (Figure 4). The RW flows discharged to the Santa Fe River are
measured via an ultrasonic level recorder that continuously records flow at the effluent
Parshall flume. In many ways WWMD staff act as the “mayordomo” of RW, determining
when to allow the various users access to the RW based on the daily production rate
fluctuations. The WWMD does not currently have a protocol or a list of priorities by which
the RW users receive RW under shortage scenarios during critical summer months.
5
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In addition to the metering
diversion from the outfall channel,
the RW is sub-metered by various
entities. The SF Country Club
meters the flow of RW from one
storage pond to the other and the
amount of RW that is land applied
with their irrigation system. SF
Downs meters the water that is
used for landscape irrigation that is
beyond the quantity needed for
infield turf grass irrigation. The
water exiting the MRC pond is
metered as it is applied to the MRC
recreational fields. RW is metered
as it is distributed among the
Figure 4. Reclaimed wastewater outfall channel and
storage ponds at the Marty Sanchez
pump houses of users
GC. Both the NM Game & Fish and
the Landfill meter their diversions
where it is pumped from the Marty Sanchez GC ponds. The U.S. Forest Service (USFS)
meters the RW taken from the 0.5 mg pond at the landfill for the USFS livestock watering
pipeline. The entire RW distribution infrastructure, beginning with the diversions from the
outfall channel, including meters, pumps pipelines are operated, maintained, and paid for
by the RW users.

2.2 Santa Fe’s Reclaimed Wastewater Water Quality

The City’s WWTP produces and discharges RW and sewage sludge in compliance with its
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit and NMED Groundwater Bureau discharge permit. The City’s
NPDES permit No. NM0022292 can be found through the NMED’s website at
http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/swqb/Permits/). Table 1 identifies the water quality
limits and monitoring requirements for wastewater discharged to the Santa Fe River per
the City’s NPDES permit. Since some of water produced by the WWTP is pumped offsite
and land applied, the WWMD is also required to report the quantity and quality of the
water discharged to non-Santa Fe River locations, like the SF Country Club, the Marty
Sanchez GC, the MRC, SF Downs, NM Game and Fish, and the Landfill. As discussed below,
RW users have a separate set of water quality standards that must be adhered to prior to
reuse.

In a national report to Congress (National Water Quality Inventory, 1996), the EPA
reported that nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) concentrations are among the leading
causes of water quality impairment in the U.S., and 40% of rivers/streams and 51% of
lakes/reservoirs in the U.S. have designated use impairments. With recognition of the
pervasiveness and severity of nutrient-related problems, the NMED has identified the need
to accurately monitor and assess nutrient impairment and develop effective TMDLs for
impaired waters in the State. The Santa Fe River below the WWTP is one of those impaired
6
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waters and is scheduled for the development of Total Maximum Daily Loads in the near
future. NMED’s use of numeric translators, or threshold values, to accurately assess waters
of the state in light of the State’s current narrative standard for nutrients could result in
future stringent NPDES permit effluent limits in discharges from the City’s WWTP. These
limits could require significant expenditures of money to upgrade the Santa Fe WWTP or
possibly limit future surface water discharges from the facility to avoid the costs of nutrient
treatment and avoid the non-compliance that could result if the permit limits are
implemented before funding and/or the implementation of Best Available Treatment
Technologies is feasible. As a result, these future permit limits and continuance of surface
water discharges should become a consideration in the current and future revision to this
plan.

Table 1. Water quality limits and monitoring requirements from City of Santa Fe NPDES
permit NM0022292.

2.3 Reclaimed Wastewater Use Regulations

There are currently no federal regulations specific to RW use. State regulations for RW are
not uniform across the country. The EPA has published suggested guidelines for RW use
that are based in part on a review and evaluation of existing state regulations and
guidelines, but not on risk assessments.

In New Mexico, as well as most states, RW regulations or guidelines are based on impact of
treated water on the receiving environment, not rigorous risk assessment methodology. In
New Mexico, treated effluent discharges to ground water are regulated by the NM Ground
Water Protection Regulations and the Water Quality Standards for the Protection of
Ground Water. All “persons” applying treated effluent to the ground, are subject to the
7
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State regulations and required, at a minimum, to submit a Notice of Intent to Discharge
(NOI) to the New Mexico Environment Department for review and evaluation. Any
discharge of reclaimed wastewater of significant volume and/or duration will most likely
be issued a Ground Water Discharge Permit (DP) to ensure that the application of this
water does not result in the impairment of applicable ground water quality standards. The
effluent limits contained in the WWTP’s NPDES Permit are adequately protective of New
Mexico’s ground water standards and will usually result in effluent quality that can meet
the requirements of most discharge permits.

State guidelines for RW have also been developed by the NMED for reuse of treated
domestic wastewater and are summarized in the “NMED Ground Water Quality Bureau
Guidance: Above Ground Use of Reclaimed Domestic Wastewater (2007)”. The guidance
document identifies four classes of RW (Class 1A, Class 1B, Class 2 and Class 3) based on
the RW quality, the likelihood of public exposure to pathogens, and the potential impacts to
groundwater quality. Since some of the Class-1B RW produced by the WWTP is diverted
offsite (e.g. the SF Country Club, the Marty Sanchez GC, the MRC, SF Downs, NM Game and
Fish, and the Landfill) and used “above ground”, the City and other irrigators must comply
with the requirements outlined in the state guidelines and the resulting groundwater
discharge permit. Appendix B identifies the approved uses and the access restrictions
associated with Class 1B RW. In recent years there have been isolated incidences when the
effluent quality from the City’s WWTP is not of sufficient quality to meet the state’s
discharge standards for RW. The WWMD notifies the RW users when RW does not
temporarily meet the Class 1B water quality standards and therefore temporarily denies
delivery of RW.
Municipal wastewater contains a wide range of biological and chemical compounds, some
of which can be harmful to public health and ecosystems if not properly treated. Use of
RW, therefore may pose an inherent risk due to changes in influent wastewater quality,
equipment malfunctions, or operator error. This is particularly true relative to
bacteriological exposure from pathogens in the wastewater. The EPA may eventually
develop federal standards that are more protective of public health and more reliable as a
result of improved technology, which may require more sophisticated and costly treatment
in the future.
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Assumptions

Multiple assumptions are embedded in this plan. The assumptions often constrain the
parameters of the analysis, so that an apples-to-apples comparison can be made, as much
as possible. Below is a list of assumptions made for these analyses:

 The RW budgets for the options are based on how they operate and function
currently. Requested RW budgets are noted and the implications for increasing the
budgets above current use are incorporated in Section 7. The full extent of the
contractual right, while identified (Appendix E), is not the basis for the analysis, nor
are possible future changes in demand (although this Plan does recognize the need
to address projected climate change impacts).
 This plan, by design, does not allocate all of the RW available. The difference
between the amount produced (1,940 mg in 2012; Appendix A) and the amount
allocated (1,825 mg/yr) is intended to hedge against some of the variability in the
amount of RW produce, the uncertainty of impact from future conservation efforts,
and the possible inaccuracy of measuring and metering.
 The planning horizon spans 40 years.

 The City’s WWMD will continue to deliver bulk RW to customers at the WWTP
effluent outfall. The WWMD is not responsible for constructing or maintaining the
storage, pumping, or pipeline infrastructure and the operation and maintenance
costs associated with the movement and delivery of RW from the WWTP to the RW
use location.

 Some of the RW availability and timing constraints could be remedied by storing the
excess RW from the winter months and using it in the summer months. The
magnitude of the storage needed is likely tens to hundreds of millions of gallons and
is an option that may be considered in the future.
 In the future, the RW pipelines may be used for both ‘raw’ Rio Grande water and
RW, thus enabling RW users to receive delivery from either or both sources.

 In the future, the methodology within this Plan may be used to rank RW uses that
were not contemplated by this effort.

 WWMD is responsible to produce RW of sufficient quality to meet existing federal
and state regulations. This plan does not address potential future changes to RW
quality standards.

 RW users who land apply RW have the responsibility to use RW in accordance with
the state guidelines as documented in the NMED Above Ground Use of Reclaimed
Domestic Wastewater and appropriate NMED Ground Water Discharge Permit.
 The City owns the RW produced by the WWTP and may decide on how use or
discharge the RW (based on the City of Roswell case). The City recognizes that the
adjudication of the Santa Fe River basin may affect the relative rights of the
appropriators on the Santa Fe River. Representatives of the NM Office of the State
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Engineer (OSE) state that, unless priorities change, adjudication of this basin is still
decades away. City of Santa Fe founding documents support the notion that a
portion of the City’s Santa Fe River water rights have a 1609 priority date, placing
the City’s rights among the oldest in the watershed (City Attorney Office,
communication).

 Projected climate change impacts suggest that more RW will be needed to irrigate
the same acreage because of projected hotter and possibly drier weather conditions.
By mid-century stream flow throughout the Rio Grande basin, including the Santa Fe
River, may be reduced by 10-25% (Climate Change and the Santa Fe Basin, 2013).

 The Club at Las Campanas, Inc. (CLCI; the golf course owners) will no longer
purchase the City’s RW. CLCI forfeited the right to the RW by not renewing the
renewal term under the 2003 Settlement Agreement. Under the agreement, the City
has the option to purchase the 2 million gallon storage tank at the WWTP from LC
W&S Coop. The effluent pipeline and ancillary infrastructure that extends from the
WWTP to the Las Campanas wastewater facility remains the property of LC W&S
Coop.

 The impacts of annexation have only been considered in this plan to the degree that
the projected population increases include the potential future wastewater
customers within the presumptive City limits.
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4 Reclaimed Wastewater Availability
4.1 Past Availability

As discussed in the introduction, significantly more RW was available in the 1990s than in
the past decade (Figure 5). During the same time period, the RW use increased until 2006,
and has since decreased. In 1995, the Santa Fe Country Club, Santa Fe Horse Park (now
Potable Produced for City Utility Customers
Reclaimed Wastewater Produced
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Figure 5. Potable water production, reclaimed wastewater production, and reclaimed
wastewater use, 1995-2011

the Santa Fe Equestrian Center) and the Santa Fe Downs used RW for turf irrigation during
the growing season. By 1996 RW was delivered to the Marty Sanchez Golf Course via the
northern purple pipeline and use by the Municipal Recreational Complex followed within a
year. In 2002, The US Forest Service and the Caja del Rio Landfill were added as RW users.
Las Campanas golf course began taking delivery of RW in 2004. By 2007, the Santa Fe
Horse Park stopped using RW, and CLCI followed by 2012.

4.2 Current Availability

The amount of RW produced at the WWTP varies from year to year. Annual production
from 2007-2012 ranged from 1,780 mg/yr (5,464 af/yr) in 2011 to 2,005 mg/yr (6,154
af/yr ) in 2007, with an average of 1,887 mg/yr (5,790 af/yr; Appendix A). Average daily
production from 2007-2012 ranged from 4.9 mg/d (15.1 af/d) to 5.4 mg/d (16.8 af/d),
with an average of 5.2 mg/d (15.8 af/d). Although potable water production varies
seasonally, with the summer daily production twice the winter production, RW production
is generally insensitive to seasonal usage fluctuations. The monthly production averaged at
157 mg/mo (482 af/mo), with an inter-monthly variance up to 8%. The variance is partly
11
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explained by the variation in the number of days per month. The data on which these
summaries are based are included in Appendix A.

The percentage of RW produced is, on average, 62.4% of the potable water supplied by the
City to its customers (Appendix D); this is known as the RW return factor. The RW return
factor does not include the potable water produced for the City’s wholesale customers, like
Santa Fe County, whose customers usually do not contribute to the wastewater returned to
the WWTP via the sanitary sewer system, e.g. Las Campanas. Of the RW produced,
generally between 20 and 25% (416 mg or 1,278 af in 2012) is routed to current RW users
with the remaining 70-80% released to the Santa Fe River downstream of the WWTP. The
percentage of RW released to the river in 2012 varied from 57% in July to 99% in January
and December (Appendix A). The distance that the flow reaches also varies seasonally. In
the winter time, the river flows are continuous until the plains below La Bajada village; in
dry summers, the flows are reduced to a trickle downstream in the La Cienegilla area. In
2011 RW use accounted for 12% of the City’s water demand.

4.3 Future Availability

Projecting the quantity of RW available into the future requires estimating a population
growth rate, the percentage of potable water that is returned as RW and the gallon per
capita per day (gpcd) use rate for the population. Potable demand is estimated by
multiplying the gpcd by the population (adjusted for the year), which is then decreased by
the RW return factor:
Available RW per year = City customer population x gpcd x % of RW return factor

The annual population growth rates used herein (Appendix D) are the same as those used
in the Long Range Water Supply Plan (LRWSP, 2008) and from 0.68-1.37%. Future
population is derived by multiplying the annual growth rates times the municipal
population from the 2010 City census data (plus the addition of Santa Feans that live
outside the City municipal boundary but are served by City water). The growth rates
estimated in 2003 are likely higher than the estimates would be if a study were carried out
today; however, they serve as a reasonable and conservative estimate.
For the future projection, the RW rate of return on potable water produced for City
customers is assumed to be 62%, based on the actual RW return factor discussed above.

Figure 6 shows future potable water demand calculated using four different assumptions.
In two of these calculations, constant gpcd of 105 (teal, small dashed line, Figure 6) and 110
(yellow, irregularly dashed line, Figure 6) result in both a growing amount of potable water
demand and RW production. The 105 gpcd reflects the City’s average water use over the
past few years. The 110 gpcd value was assumed in the City’s LRWSP. The other two
scenarios assume that while the City’s population continues to grow, water conservation
efforts keep pace, so that the amount of water produced today will satisfy all the water
needs of the 2057 population. This means that today’s 105 gpcd would drop to 68 gpcd
(teal solid line with the ‘x’ marking, also the blue line, Figure 3) and the 110 gpcd would
drop to 71 gpcd (yellow solid line, Figure 3).
12
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on a realistic gpcd of 105 starting point with the ambitious water conservation targets to
derive a conservative RW availability projection (blue solid line with ‘x’ markings). The
ambitious water conservation targets are used because the LRWSP considers meeting all of
the City’s supply vs. demand ‘gap’ with increased conservation and the City’s Water
Conservation Committee’s is evaluating target gpcd reductions of ½ to 1 gpcd per year.
Therefore in this plan, the average annual RW production is 1,825 mg/yr (5,600 af/yr), the
monthly average RW production is 152 mg/mo (467 af/mo), and daily RW production of
5.0 mg/d (15 af/day) and remain constant for the planning horizon. The calculations for
all the methods are provided in Appendix D.
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Figure 6. Projected reclaimed wastewater production, 2013-2057

4.4 Working with Uncertainty

Uncertainty is inherent in planning projections. Influencing factors, like population growth,
water use, water right adjudications, future public policies, regulatory requirements and
climate change impacts, may alter the roadmap laid out in this plan. However, because the
chosen RW projections are conservative (by including ambitious conservation targets), it is
unlikely that RW production will be less than the projected amount; a periodic review of
the actual available RW versus that projected may reveal RW in excess of the amount
allocated in this plan, and could therefore be assigned according to the methodology in this
plan. Additionally, this plan has been designed to be flexible and adaptive, so that as
changes arise in the future, the same methodology applied herein can be modified to
evaluate changed RW availability, the need for different RW budgets, or new options that
were not previously considered.
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5 Reclaimed Wastewater Use Options
This section identifies the multiple RW use options that were considered within this Plan.
The City has been using RW since at least the 1950s. Since 2007 (Figure 7; Appendix A),
RW is purchased from the standpipe for dust control and other construction purposes; has
irrigated the recreational fields at the Municipal Recreational Complex (MRC), the infield at
the Downs, and the Santa Fe Equestrian Center; watered the golf course at Las Campanas
(through 2011), the Marty Sanchez Links de Santa Fe and the Santa Fe Country Club;
controlled dust at the regional landfill; provided water for livestock on the Caja del Rio; and
flowed to the Santa Fe River downstream of the City’s WWTP.
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Figure 7. Annual reclaimed wastewater use, 2007-2012

5.1 Identifying Reclaimed Wastewater Options

All current RW uses are considered within this Plan, as well as some additional potential
future uses. Initially, speculative options (e.g. endangered species obligations, water right
obligations under an adjudication of the Santa Fe Basin) were also considered, as were
three different ways in which RW could augment future potable water supplies. The City
solicited input from the community on what additional options should be considered at the
two public meetings and the website (Appendix C). The original twenty one options
(Appendix E) were culled to the fifteen described below and analyzed herein. A sixteenth
option, which emerged from the 2nd public meeting, and is included below, but was not
included in the process early enough to be analyzed on par with the other options.
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5.2 Need to Analyze Peak Month and Annual Peak Reclaimed
Wastewater Availability

Although the City’s WWTP produces a relatively steady stream of RW, the pattern of the
RW users is highly seasonal (Figure 8). A robust analysis of supply vs. demand, therefore,
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Figure 8. Monthly reclaimed wastewater use, 2012

must consider how RW can meet annual, monthly, and daily RW use needs. An analysis
that only considered annual availability (e.g. Figure 7) might derive at a much higher
estimate of available RW than when peak day and month uses are considered.

5.3 Identifying the Reclaimed Wastewater Budget for Each Option

In order to build a compatible RW use portfolio, in which a series of options is combined
and evaluated against the RW availability, the RW options need to be clearly defined both
descriptively and quantitatively with a RW budget with daily, monthly, and annual
maximums (below). RW budgets from existing uses were derived from the highest RW
used from 2007-2012 (Appendix A) unless recent contracts or information was more
relevant. For future RW uses budgets originated from design parameters (e.g. SWAN park),
requests (e.g. Santa Fe Equestrian Center), comparable use estimates (e.g. Southwest RW
pipeline), or estimates from the Working Group (e.g. Santa Fe River). The RW budget for
the Santa Fe River has a high degree of uncertainty because the system is not well
measured and the objectives of flows are not well defined. The value of the RW associated
with each option was also calculated using the 2013 RW rate of $3.03/ 1000 gallons
(Appendix E). The description notes those users that currently pay for RW.
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1. MRC: RW is used at the Municipal Recreation Complex (MRC) to irrigate playing
fields for baseball, soccer, football, rugby, and other
recreational play. RW is piped from the WWTP via the
“northern purple pipeline” to a storage pond just north
of the MRC. From this pond, RW is metered, pumped
and used on the MRC irrigated fields. A City resolution
from 1995 permits up to 2 mg/d for use by Marty
Sanchez Golf Course and the MRC via the “northern” RW distribution system. Since
the installation of the pipeline, three additional users (US Game & Fish, Caja del Rio
Landfill and USFS) are also supplied by the pipeline. City Parks Division pays its
share of the electric costs to pump RW from the WWTP to the storage pond.
 RW budget: Annual: 54 mg/yr (165 af/yr); Peak month: 11 mg/mo (34 af/mo);
Daily maximum: 360,000 g/d. The annual value of the RW is $163,000.
[Requested annual RW budget is 65 mg/yr (200 af/yr)]
2. SF Downs: RW at the Downs of Santa Fe is used both for irrigating the race track
infield (approximately 92%) and for irrigating trees
and other landscaping. The infield is made available
for recreational sport play like soccer and football. An
agreement signed between the Pueblo of Pojoaque and
the City defines that Pojoaque will pay $2.59/1,000
gallons for any RW not used to irrigate the infield and generated approximately
$9,000 in revenue in 2011. The City pays Pojoaque $1 for the use of the infield
playing area.
 RW budget: Annual: 43.5 mg/yr (133.5 af/yr); Peak month: 8.2 mg/mo (25
af/mo); Daily maximum: 400,000 g. The annual value of the RW that is traded to
the Downs for use of the turf sports fields is approximately $121,000.
3. SWAN Park: The design for the planned Southwest Activity Node (SWAN) Park
identifies one large, natural-grass, irrigated
recreational area: the Field Sports Area. The area is
designed to accommodate organized sports groups
like soccer, football, rugby, lacrosse and Ultimate
Frisbee. RW will be used to establish some park
landscaping during start-up (5-7 years), while other
areas (orchards) will continue to receive RW
irrigation for the long term. The Field Sports Area is
planned to be constructed during Phase II (possibly
finished 2016). The sole source of irrigation water for the park is via a proposed
RW pipeline from the WWTP and a 200,000 gallon on-site RW storage tank. As
currently designed, RW will be pumped into the RW pipeline using the same lift
station that also pumps RW north toward the MRC and Marty Sanchez GC. For this
analysis, the SWAN Park RW budget is assumed to be constant into the future,
beginning in 2014, even though the park’s development is phased and the xeric
landscaping may require less water in the long term once established. The working
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assumption is that City Parks Division will pay for the pumping costs and annual
O&M costs associated with the RW pipeline.
 RW budget: Annual: 19 mg/yr (57 af/yr); Peak month: 4 mg/mo (11 af/mo);
Daily maximum: 120,000 g. The annual value of the RW is $56,000.

4. SW Irrigated Parks: The 12-inch RW pipeline designed for SWAN Park has excess
capacity than the water needs of the planned park. The
entire RW pipeline (identified as the Southwest Effluent
pipeline in City capital improvement projects) has a
similar capacity to the RW pipeline that supplies the
“northern” uses (MRC, Marty Sanchez GC, etc.) and will
share the RW lift station of the northern RW pipeline.
The pipeline’s planned route extends near public facilities
(e.g. Capital High School, Southside Library, Cesar Chavez Elementary School, Ortiz
Middle School) that could use RW for irrigation. However, since the exact RW uses
along the “southwest RW pipeline” have not been determined, an overall RW budget
for the pipeline, excluding SWAN was developed by allocating approximately the
same RW budget as is currently used by the MRC. Because the pipeline shares the
lift station with the “northern” pipeline, it is likely that additional RW storage on the
system is needed. The combined budget of SWAN Park plus this option of 0.39
mg/d is less than one-sixth of the 2.0 mg/day pipeline capacity. The working
assumption is that City Parks Division will pay for the pumping costs and annual
O&M costs associated with the RW pipeline.
 RW budget: Annual: 48 mg/yr (149 af/yr); Peak month: 10 mg/mo (30 af/mo);
Daily maximum: 330,000 g. The annual value of the RW is $146,000.

5. Downstream SF River: The Santa Fe River downstream of the WWTP currently
receives over 70% of the RW produced and constitutes all but
storm flows in the reach of the Santa Fe River between the
WWTP and the springs that emerge at La Cienegilla. The RW
flows through the Santa Fe’s Rural Protection Zone (RPZ, City
property west of the Santa Fe Airport), then land owned by
Santa Fe County, the Bureau of Land Management, and private
land owners. The stream flow is used for irrigation by land
owners in La Cienegilla, El Cañon Ranch, Tres Rios Ranch, and
the village of La Bajada. The City Attorney’s office l opinion
is that the City currently has no legal obligation to deliver RW
to water right holders downstream, because cities control the use of artificial waters
under the City of Roswell court case and the New Mexico statute, NMSA 1978, § 725-17. A decade of restoration in the RPZ has created a thriving beaver population,
lush riparian vegetation, and wetland areas. It is unknown how much water is
needed to support the restored areas and the needs of the downstream agricultural
needs.
The irrigators of approximately 100 acres of land downstream of the WWTP and the
Santa Fe County Commissioners have requested that the City release “sufficient
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reclaimed water to the downstream users of La Cienegilla, La Cienega, the Village of
La Bajada and the Pueblo of Cochiti for historic and agricultural traditions” (Board
of County Commissioners of Santa Fe County 2011 and 2012 Resolutions (Appendix
E). The State Legislature approved similarly worded memorials in 2011 and 2012
(Appendix E).
For this analysis, the Working Group assumed a minimum flow ranging from 0.5
mg/d in the winter season to three mg/d during the peak irrigation months. The 3
mg/d summer target flow value is based on a broad-brush understanding of stream
flow conditions and downstream agricultural needs. This option assumes that
within the annual water budget, the RW from the WWTP can be patterned to
accommodate irrigation needs. The budget for this option may need to be revised in
the future, after more stream flow data has been collected and analyzed. This option
has no ongoing O&M or distribution costs.
 RW budget: Annual: 600 mg/yr (1,843 af/yr); Peak month: 93 mg/mo (285
af/mo); Daily maximum: 3,000,000 g. The annual value of the RW is $1.82
million.

6. Upstream SF River: This option involves pumping water from the WWTP upstream
to a currently unspecified point and delivering about 0.5 mg/d
(0.75 cubic feet per second) of RW to the Santa Fe River daily.
The pattern of release could be altered, but may be constrained
during the summer months by other RW demands. The purpose
of the option would to create another “living” river reach along
the Santa Fe River. The quantity of water would probably
provide surface water flow for about 1-3 miles, depending upon
weather and river channel conditions. The City would need to
pay for the capital costs to install the pipeline and pumping
equipment and be responsible for the continued pumping and O&M costs.
 RW budget: Annual: 177 mg/yr (543 af/yr); Peak month: 15 mg/mo (45
af/mo); Daily maximum: 500,000 g. The annual value of the RW is $536,000.
7. Marty Sanchez GC: The Marty Sanchez Links de Santa Fe golf course currently uses
exclusively RW to irrigate the golf course and other facility
landscaping. RW is piped from the WWTP via the “northern
purple pipeline” to a storage pond just north of the MRC. A City
resolution from 1995 permits up to 2 mg/d for use by Marty
Sanchez Golf Course and the MRC via the “northern” RW
distribution system. From there, RW is pumped to a series of
ponds around the golf course before being distributed by the
irrigation system. City Parks Division pays its share of the
electric costs to pump RW from the WWTP to the storage pond,
and then to the golf course.
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 RW budget: Annual: 168 mg/yr (517 af/yr); Peak month: 27 mg/mo (83
af/mo); Daily maximum: 900,000 g. The annual value of the RW is $536,000.
[Requested annual RW budget is 196 mg/yr (600 af/yr)]
8. SF Country Club GC: Under the existing contract, the Santa Fe Country Club has
been irrigating its golf course with RW since the 1950s.
RW is pumped during the day from the WWTP to two onsite storage ponds, and then applied to the golf course
during the evening and early morning hours. The RW
budget presented herein is based on actual use, not the
existing, in-perpetuity contract, which allows the SF
Country Club GC to use up to 700,000 gpd all year long (an equivalent of 256 mg/yr
or 784 af/yr). SF Country Club GC maintains the conveyance pipeline and pays its
share of the electric costs to pump RW from the WWTP to its storage ponds. In
exchange for allowing the public to play on the golf course, the Club does not pay for
the RW.
 RW budget: Annual: 130 mg/yr (400 af/yr); Peak month: 20 mg/mo (77
af/mo); Daily maximum: 700,000 g. The annual value of the RW is $395,000.
9. SF Equestrian Center: The Santa Fe Equestrian Center used RW from the City to
irrigate the equestrian polo fields through 2006; no
RW contract currently exists between the parties. The
irrigated fields are used for the center and also rented
by local sports clubs. Currently the fields are irrigated
with groundwater from RG-590 (e.g. Hagerman well)
with water rights leased from Santa Fe County. The
water budget herein originates from a 12/5/2011
letter from a SF Equestrian Center representative to the City stating interest in
securing at least a 10-year agreement with the City for effluent. In the past, SF
Equestrian Center maintained the conveyance pipeline and was responsible for the
electric costs to convey RW from the WWTP to its facility.
 RW [Requested] budget: Annual: 41 mg/yr (127 af/yr); Peak month: 12
mg/mo (38 af/mo); Daily maximum: 400,000 g. A RW agreement with the SF
Equestrian Center could generate $125,000 annually.

10. On-demand Sales: The WWMD has a stand pipe to provide RW to customers for
construction, dust control and other similar uses. The
City’s water conservation ordinances require the use of RW
for all appropriate construction purposes. On-demand
sales have declined in recent years. During fiscal year
2011/2012, the sales from the standpipe equaled
approximately $90,000. The RW budget for on-demand
sales used in this analysis is 5% greater than actual use of
the past three years, but is not as high as 2007 use.
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 RW budget: Annual: 31 mg/yr (95af/yr); Peak month: 4 mg/mo (14 af/mo);
Daily maximum: 140,000 g. The stand pipe sales will generate up to
approximately $94,000 annually. [Amount sold in 2007: 40 mg/yr (123
af/yr)]
11. NM Game & Fish: The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish has their
headquarters on One Wildlife Way off Caja del Rio Road.
The agency uses RW for a small pond and native vegetation
that is all part of an on-site wildlife educational center.
Water is pumped to NM Game & Fish from one of the
storage ponds at Marty Sanchez GC. Relative to other uses,
very little RW is used. The annual contract with NM Game &
Fish allows the agency to use up to 1.6 mg/yr (4 af/yr).
 RW budget: Annual: 1.6 mg/yr (4 af/yr); Peak month: 0.23 mg/mo (0.55
af/mo); Daily maximum: 10,000 g. The City will collect about $5,000 under this
contract in 2013.
12. Landfill: Caja del Rio Landfill uses RW for dust control and rock crushing/screening
during landfill operation. Use has varied between 2 to 9
mg/yr (7- 18 af/yr).
 RW budget: Annual: 6 mg/yr (17 af/yr); Peak
month: 1.3 mg/yr (4 af/mo); Daily maximum: 40,000 g.
RW use by the Landfill generates approximately $17,000
per year. [Requested annual RW budget is 12 mg/yr
(37 af/yr)]

13. BW Permit Compliance: The Buckman Well Field Permit Compliance option is a way
for the City to fulfill to a New Mexico Office of the State Engineer
(OSE) permit condition associated with pumping the City’s
Buckman wells (RG-20516 et al). The OSE annually calculates
impacts from Buckman well groundwater pumping on the
surface waters, including the springs in the La Cienega area
using a groundwater model. The City is currently seeking
recognition from the OSE that the release of water from the
WWTP has mitigated the impacts over the past decades and that
future offset calculations need to include RW released to the
river. Other downstream discharges, like Option 5, could likely
also to be counted toward permit compliance. The RW budget
presented herein is preliminary. This budget assumes a constant pattern of release
over the course of a year, although the OSE may ultimately require a different flow
schedule.
 RW budget: Annual: 33 mg/yr (100 af/yr); Peak month: 3 mg/mo (8 af/mo);
Daily: 90,000 g. The annual value of the RW use is $99,000.
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14. USFS Livestock Water: Historically, US Forest Service well RG-29725 supplied
livestock and wildlife water on the Caja del Rio. Among
other difficulties, the drop in groundwater levels from
Buckman well field pumping reduced the viability of the
deep well, which currently only has a 17-foot water
column. When water supply is interrupted, the livestock
seek water from the Santa Fe River or the accessible
portions of the Rio Grande. To increase water supply
reliability, the City has been providing RW as a replacement supply for livestock and
wildlife on the mesa since 2006. By providing the water to the USFS, the City’s
impacts on the well are offset and livestock intrusion into sensitive riparian areas
can be reduced. The RW, pumped from the 500,000 gallon pond at the Landfill,
reaches the stock tanks on the mesa through approximately 26 miles of smalldiameter, above ground PVC lines. The budget herein is based on the expired RW
agreement between USFS and the City. Actual use has reached 2.9 mg (9 af) in one
year.
 RW budget: Annual: 2 mg/yr (6 af/yr); Peak month: 0.4 mg/mo (1 af/mo); Daily
maximum: 15,000 g. The annual value of the RW is $6,400.
15. Future Potable Supply: RW is a viable supplement to the City’s other potable water
supply sources. This could be accomplished in one of at
least three ways: 1) returning the water via a pipeline to
the Rio Grande and diverting an equal amount from the
river at the Buckman Direct Diversion; 2) direct potable
reuse (DPR) via the Buckman Regional Water Treatment
Plant (WTP); or 3) by recharging the groundwater with RW
and then extracting it in the future. “Direct potable reuse
(DPR) projects benefit public water supplies, agriculture, the environment, and
energy conservation” (NWRI, 2012). This RWRP proposes a separate work effort to
evaluate the merits of the three approaches or to pilot a project analyzing the need
for RW pre-treatment before mixing it with the raw Rio Grande water at the
Buckman WTP. Herein the quantity of water available for potable water supply is
estimated by using the RW available during the non-irrigation season.
 RW budget: Annual: approximately 717 mg/yr (2,200 af/yr). No monthly or
daily maximum is identified since this option uses what remains after other
obligations are met. The annual value of the RW is $2.17 million.
16. Urban Food Production: RW could be a valuable source of water to produce food in
the areas served by the RW distribution system. Much of the landscaping at SWAN
Park, for example, includes orchards. The production of local food to increase the
region’s food security is emphasized in the Sustainable Santa Fe Plan. Because this
option was added to the Plan from comments provided at the public meeting on
January 24, 2013 after the analysis was complete, this option has not been given a
RW budget, scored or ranked in the following sections.
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The annual RW demand of all the options combined equals 2,072 mg/yr (6,358 af/yr),
which is 14% more than the 1,825 mg/yr (5,600 af/yr) conservatively projected to be
available (Figure 9).
Future Water Supply

Total: 2,072 million gallons/year
6,358 acre-feet/year

USFS Livestock Water
NM Game & Fish
Landfill
SWAN Park
On-demand Sales
BW Permit Compl.
SF Equestrian Center
SF Downs
MRC

Downstream SF River

SW Irrigated Parks

SF Country Club GC

Upstream SF River

Marty Sanchez GC

Figure 9. Annual total and relative proportion of all reclaimed wastewater use options
combined

The demand for monthly and daily RW is even greater. The combined monthly demand for
all the options except RW for potable water supply is 213 mg/d (Table 2), 40% more than
the RW available and the combined daily demand of all the options (except RW for potable
water) supply is 6.9 mg/d (Table 2), 38% more than the available amount. Hence, RW
demand is greater than available supply under current average conditions, which will only
worsen under drier hotter drought and projected climate change-impacted conditions, and
become more pronounced during high seasonal demand.

5.4 Revenue Generation from Reclaimed Wastewater Options

As shown in Figure 10, only 2% of the City’s RW currently generates revenue in the amount
of approximately $121,000 annually. If all of the RW currently used were sold at the
current rate of $3.03 per 1000/gallons, the resource could generate $1.4 million. Since
2012, one of the largest RW revenue sources, CLCI, no longer pays $300,000 to $400,000
annually to the WWMD.
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Table 2. Options listed From Least to Greatest Reclaimed Wastewater Use Budgets

Option
ID
14
11
12
3
10
13
9
2
4
1
8
7
6
5
15

Option Name
USFS Livestock Water
NM Game & Fish
Landfill
SWAN Park
On-demand Sales
BW Permit Compl.
SF Equestrian Center
SF Downs
SW Irrigated Parks
MRC
SF Country Club GC
Marty Sanchez GC
Upstream SF River
Downstream SF River
Future Water Supply
TOTAL

Maximum
Annual
Maximum
Monthly
Use
Daily Use
Use
(mg/yr)
(mg/d)
(mg/mo)
2
2
6
19
31
33
41
44
48
54
130
168
177
600
717
2072

0.4
0.2
1.3
3.6
4.4
2.7
12.4
7.8
9.8
10.9
25.1
26.9
14.7
93.0
213

0.01
0.01
0.04
0.18
0.14
0.09
0.40
0.26
0.33
0.36
0.70
0.87
0.48
3.00
6.871

Note: Shading indicates current use

Figure 10. Current and potential revenue from sale of reclaimed wastewater
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6 Prioritizing Options
6.1 Ranking Options Using Approved Criteria

The methodology of this RWRP scored then ranked options identified in Section 5
according to criteria and performance measures (below) developed by the Working Group
and approved by the City Council on November 30, 2011 (Appendix F). The criteria are
also similar to those used to evaluate long-range potable water supply options in the City’s
2008 LRWSP.

Primary Objectives

Performance Measures

Ensure Community Acceptability Maximize community and cultural values
Maximize quality of life for community
Maximize municipal use of reclaimed wastewater
Improve Water Supply Reliability Minimize water shortage during drought
Maximize long-term water supply sustainability
Maximize ability to meet peak day demands
Protect the Environment

Minimize impact on ecosystems
Maximize “greenness”

Manage Costs

Minimize overall project costs
Minimize ongoing government costs

The options were individually scored by the RWRP working group members according to
how well the option meets the performance measure (right side column in Table 3 and
Appendix F). Each criteria received a maximum score of fifteen points which were divided
up equally among the performance measures (e.g. if the criteria has three performance
measures, each performance measure is worth five points). The RWRP working group
decided to collectively score the ‘cost’ criterion, using a more quantitative ($ - $$$$$)
versus qualitative approach.

6.2 Ranking Options Using Weighted Criteria

While all the criteria above are important, some individuals place higher value on one
criterion versus another. To identify the relative preference among the criteria, the
community was surveyed via a ‘forced-comparison’ exercise (Appendix F), in which the
participants are forced to choose between a pair of values. Seventy-six people, including
elected officials, Working Group members, and public meeting attendees, participated in
the exercise. The survey was also posted on the City’s website, but no surveys were
received from this outreach effort. The forced comparison results were compiled and
grouped according to the following categories: elected officials, public, RWRP working
group members and all respondents (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Results from the forced-comparison survey of the evaluation criteria

Of the four criteria, overall those surveyed identified that protecting the environment
(36%) was most important followed by improve water supply reliability (33%; green bar
in Figure 11). Managing costs (18%) was less important and least important was
community acceptability (12%; Figure 11).

The options scored by the Working Group (Appendix F) were then weighted and resorted
according to the weighted criteria in the survey findings above. The results (Table 3)
indicate that by adding the criteria weighting both the overall score of the options and their
ranking changed. Most notably, because the ‘Improve Water Supply Reliability’ was
considered important in the survey, and costs less so, the costly option to use RW for future
potable water supply changed from a ranking of eleventh to second (Appendix F).

6.3 Ranking Options Combining Weighted Criteria with Requirements
and City Policy

After refining the ranking with weighted criteria, final adjustments were made to the
ranking. First, the three options that are governed either by existing contracts or permit
requirements (BW Permit Compliance, USFS Livestock Watering, and SF Country Club GC)
were moved to the top of the prioritized list (Table 4), because the City does not have
discretion over these options. Then all current uses that have been approved by past City
ordinance (most important) and resolution (next important), were elevated in ranking yet
kept in the relative priority. These options include on-demand sales, MRC dust control at
the landfill, Marty Sanchez golf course, and the Santa Fe Downs (Table 4). The SF Downs is
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included in the list, since the infield provides recreational playing fields that augment City
municipal fields, and thus currently functions like a municipal facility.
Table 3. Comparison of option ranking using the weighted criteria vs. non-weighted
Ranking:
Weighted
Criteria
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Option Name and Number
13
15
14
11
5
10
1
12
3
2
7
4
6
9
8

BW Permit Compliance
Future Potable Water Supply
USFS Livestock Water
NM Game & Fish
Downstream SF River
On-demand Sales
MRC
Landfill
SWAN Park
SF Downs
Marty Sanchez GC
SW Irrigated Parks
Upstream SF River
SF Equestrian Center
SF Country Club GC

Weighted
Score

Non-weighted
Score

11.6
9.8
9.2
8.7
8.6
8.4
8.4
8.3
8.1
7.9
7.8
7.7
7.1
6.7
5.9

11.2
9.3
8.6
10.1
9.3
10.3
10.7
10.3
10.1
9.8
9.7
9.6
7.8
8.0
7.3

Table 4. Option Ranking with Weighted Criteria, Requirements and City Policies
RW Water
Budget,
mg/yr
33
2
130
31
54
6
168
44
717
19
2
600
48
177
41

Option Name and Number
13
14
8
10
1
12
7
2
15
3
11
5
4
6
9

BW Permit Compliance
USFS Livestock Water
SF Country Club GC
On-demand Sales
MRC
Landfill
Marty Sanchez GC
SF Downs
Future Potable Water Supply
SWAN Park
NM Game & Fish
Downstream SF River
SW Irrigated Parks
Upstream SF River
SF Equestrian Center
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Contracts, Ord.,
Policies, Etc.

Ranking:
Weighted
Criteria

1
1
1
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1
3
15
6
7
8
11
10
2
9
4
5
12
13
14
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7 Reclaimed Wastewater Use Portfolios
The final step in this analytical process builds RW portfolios, or a combination of option
using the ranked RW options and their budgets (Table 4) and compares it to the available
monthly RW of 150 mg/mo (467 af/mo). Four distinct portfolios represent three different
time frames:

 ‘Current-actual’ (Figure 12),
 ‘Current-requested’ (Figure 13)
 ‘Near-term’ (Figure 14), and
 ‘2020s’ (Figure 15).
The ‘near-term’ refers to 5-7 years in the future when the planning, design and
construction for most of the RW options can be completed and the allocated RW used. The
‘2020s’ defines the future when the means for using RW to augment potable water supply
has been selected and implemented. In the future portfolios, the added options have been
placed according to their overall rank, and therefore may reorder the rankings in the
‘current’ portfolio.

7.1 ‘Current-Actual’ Portfolio

The ‘current- actual’ portfolio (Figure 12) looks very similar to the way RW is currently
used. Enough RW exists to satisfy all the options except the Downstream Santa Fe River
and SF Equestrian Center in the peak month of June (Figure 12). Note that options with
RW budgets of less than 2 mg/mo do not show up well in Figure 12 because they are much
smaller in scale than the other uses. The SWAN park use is not shown here because,
although Phase 1 may be completed by 2014, Phase 1 will not consume the majority of the
RW allocated for the park. The Upstream SF River, SW Irrigated Parks and Potable Supply
options are not included, because none are existing uses. In this portfolio, all RW
potentially earmarked for potable supply in the future flows into the Santa Fe River,
downstream from the WWTP, as it does today. The maximum daily demand of the
‘current-actual’ portfolio is 5.5 mg/d, which is 10% more than the RW availability of 5.0
mg/d (million gallons per day) assumed in this analysis.
NOTE: On May 29, 2013 the Governing Body approved the RWRP with the budgets
presented in the ‘Current-Actual’ Portfolio

7.2 ‘Current-Requested’ Portfolio

The ‘current- requested’ portfolio (Figure 13) is generally like the portfolio represented in
Figure 12, except that the RW budgets for MRC, Marty Sanchez GC, Landfill and On-demand
Sales have been expanded to the anticipated needs. Like the previous analysis, enough RW
exists to satisfy all the current options except the Downstream Santa Fe River in the peak
month of June and the SF Equestrian Center in May, June, and July (Figure 13). Like in the
previous portfolio, future uses are not included and all the water earmarked for future
potable water supply flow contributed to the flows in the Santa Fe River until that project
comes is implemented. The maximum daily demand of the ‘current-requested’ portfolio is
5.7 mg/d, which is 15% more than the RW availability of 5.0 mg/d assumed in this analysis.
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Figure 12. ‘Current-Actual’ reclaimed wastewater portfolio, which uses actual reclaimed wastewater budgets based on use
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Figure 13. ‘Current-Requested’ reclaimed wastewater portfolio, which uses requested reclaimed wastewater budgets
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7.3 ‘Near-Future’ Portfolio

In the ‘near-future’ RW portfolio (Figure 14), the number of RW options increase because by this
time the City has had the opportunity to implement RW options - like the SWAN Park, the SW
irrigated parks, and Upstream SF River. Using the ‘Current-Actual’ RW budgets (not the
requested), all options can be met in the ‘near-future’ except the Downstream SF River in MayJuly, SF Equestrian Center in May-July, and the Upstream SF River in May- July (Figure 14). Note
that In the current ranking (Table 4), the Future Potable Supply option is valued as more
important than Upstream Santa Fe River, which means that although the Upstream SF River
demand can be satisfied in the ‘near-future’, the use of the RW for potable supply would trump
this use in the ‘2020s’. If the Upstream SF River is identified as higher priority, the amount of
water available for future potable supply would be reduced by approximately 25%. The
maximum daily demand of all the all the options in the ‘near-future’ portfolio whose demand can
be met is 6.0 mg/d, which is 20% more than the RW availability of 5.0 mg/d assumed in this
analysis.

7.4 ‘2020s’ Portfolio

In the ‘2020s’ RW portfolio (Figure 15), the City could begin using RW to augment potable water
supply. Because using RW for potable supply ranks higher (Table 4) than the SF Equestrian
Center or Upstream SF River, the RW demand of these options are not met, and are shown above
the RW availability line in Figure 15. The amount of RW available for potable supply is
approximately 717 mg/yr (2,200 af/yr). Bringing the Future Potable Water Supply online will not
add to the maximum daily demand, since this option will divert only the available water after the
daily demand of other RW users has been met.
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Figure 14. ‘Near-future’ reclaimed wastewater portfolio
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Figure 15. ‘2020s’ reclaimed wastewater portfolio
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8 Reclaimed Wastewater Policy Guidelines and Implementation
Actions
Based on the findings of this Plan, the City establishes the following policy guideline and
associated implementing actions that relate to the management, use, and allocation of RW
currently and in the future. The strategies are grouped into six themes: water supply,
water quality, economic, operational and management, ‘green’, stewardship. Although the
policies are categorized under these themes, both the policies and the associated actions
are often interrelated. Recognizing the need prioritize among the many implementing
actions, the Working Group scored the actions on a scale from
to
with five
stars indicating the highest priority.

8.1

Water Supply Theme

Use RW as a non-potable water supply. The City will continue to use
RW as a water supply source. Currently about 13% (1.34 mg/d) of the
City’s 10.3 mg/d annual demand is met by RW, and as much as 17% is
supplied during summer months. The supply is used for irrigating
recreation turf (playing fields, golf courses, etc.), construction, dust control, and with
additional treatment could supplement potable drinking sources in the future.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:


WS1. To encourage the use of as much RW as possible, employ the
methodology herein to allocate RW supplies if and when they exceed the
amounts assumed in this plan.

Use RW to meet Buckman Wells permit offset requirements. The City will work with the
OSE to use released RW to offset the surface water impacts caused by groundwater
pumping from the Buckman well field.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:


WS2. Submit discharge credit application, plan, and necessary data to the OSE
to demonstrate the discharge of RW offsets Buckman well field pumping
impacts.

Use RW to supplement the City’s future potable water needs. The City will use RW to
augment future potable water supply needs and recognizes that expeditious
implementation of this RW use has hydrological and ecological benefits to the region’s
water supplies. This consideration could be further influenced by continued development
of nitrogen and phosphorous TMDL standards for the Santa Fe River, the cost to the City in
meeting those standards, and the City’s ability to implement the required technology (i.e.,
the cost of meeting the new standards could be greater than the cost to treat effluent to
drinking water quality).
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IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:





WS3. Conduct a feasibility analysis of the options and timing for using RW for
potable supply (e.g. return flow credit pipeline to the Rio Grande, direct use
with treatment, aquifer storage and recovery).
WS4. Determine water right requirement, if any, to use RW for potable use.
WS5. Secure necessary water and environmental permits.
WS6. Design and construct the chosen RW potable supply option.

Measure RW production and use. The City will accurately track RW production, use, and
Santa Fe River discharges.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:




WS7. Develop a program to more accurately quantify RW use. The program
may include RW meter reading and calibration requirements, standard RW
recording and calculation procedures, and additional meters.
WS8. Build a cooperative RW meter calibration program wherein qualified
Public Utilities staff members calibrate meters of RW users for a nominal fee.
WS9. Annually calculate unaccounted RW and, if necessary, identify ways to
reduce RW system losses.

8.2

Economic Theme

Value RW as a municipal asset. Presently, water and wastewater rate
payers subsidize non-paying RW uses. As was recommended in the 2003
WRATF report, an equitable economic model entails all facilities
benefiting from the RW paying for the use of the resource.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:


E1. Require all RW users to pay equitably for the resource.

Use RW to generate revenue. Currently, the City’s wastewater users, through their
payment of sanitary sewer rates, fund the collection and treatment of wastewater and the
creation of RW. The current RW pricing is not consistent (varies from no charge to $3.20
per 1,000 gallons of RW). Since 2012, one of the largest RW revenue sources, CLCI, no
longer pays $300,000 to $400,000 annually to the WWMD. As shown in Figure 10, only 2%
of the RW distributed generates revenue. Revenues collected by the sale of additional RW
could be used to defray current or enhanced treatment costs (e.g. filtration, ultraviolet
disinfection system, emergency disinfection procedures) or to fund the implementation
actions in this Plan.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:


E2. Identify the true cost and value of RW. Determine the historic, current and
future capital cost for producing RW, managing RW use, the RW opportunity
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cost (either the market value or the value to City for other uses), and the RW
economic value. Include factors like cost avoidance, recreational and
environmental services, and aquifer sustainability while recognizing market
limitations.
E3. Determine a RW rate structure that considers the various economic factors
above. The rate factor may differ for different types of users (municipal,
regional governmental, federal government, commercial, etc.), but the program
should be systematic and transparent and shift some of the RW production
costs from the RW producers (sanitary sewer customers) to the RW users.
E4. Seek compensation for RW released to the Santa Fe River explicitly for the
benefit of users downstream.
E5. Claim and market the RW stored in the aquifer near the WWTP from RW
passively infiltrating via the Santa Fe River.

Seek financial assistance to implement recommendations of this plan. Many of the
implementing actions in this Plan require financial resources to implement. Some funding
may be available within current City departmental budgets; much will need to be secured
through local, state, federal and non-profit organizations grants and loans.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:


E6. Seek grants and low-cost loans to implement the recommendations herein
from federal (e.g. Bureau of Reclamation Title 16, Bureau of Reclamation
WaterSMART program), state (e.g. Water Trust Board, NMED 319 program)
and non-profit (e.g. River Network) sources.

8.3

Water Quality Theme

Produce high quality RW. The City’s WWTP produces RW that meets the
state regulatory requirements and federal guidelines. Periodically and as
needed, the WWTP upgrades its processes and facilities to meet new
regulatory requirements and enhance the quality of RW produced.






IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:

WQ1. Monitor the development of RW discharge and reuse standards in other
states and monitor EPA’s adoption of more stringent guidelines in the future.
WQ2. In order to better assure meeting bacteriological discharge requirements
and to minimize potential adverse health effects due to exposure of RW,
evaluate appropriate advanced treatment technologies, improvements to the
filtration, and disinfection unit operations.
WQ3. Support existing household pharmaceutical disposal program to
decrease pharmaceutical products in the City’s wastewater, RW, and Santa Fe
River.
WQ4. Work with local community to determine stream and sediment quality
and health impacts downstream of the WWTP.
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WQ5. Continue to monitor and participate in the NMED’s current development
and adoption of new water quality standards and limits for nutrients (nitrogen
and phosphorous) which could impact the City’s discharge of RW to the Santa
Fe River.

Minimize the public health risk in land application of RW. Because of inherent RW
exposure risk, state regulations dictate under what conditions RW can be used for
irrigation. While the WWMD produces RW and is required to meet the regulations outlined
in “NMED Ground Water Quality Bureau Guidance: Above Ground Use of Reclaimed
Domestic Wastewater”, the division does not manage the land application.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:





WQ5. Review and update protocols and Best Management Practices for
municipal entities that irrigate with RW.
WQ6. Cooperate with all RW land applicators to assure compliance.
WQ7. Collect and centralize use data, compliance reports and other RW use
related documents from municipal RW users.
WQ8. Add release of liability statements into contracts with non-municipal RW
irrigators.

8.4

of the resource.

Operational and Management Theme

Optimize existing RW delivery capacity. Currently, no standard
operating procedure exists on how to allocate RW daily among the users
or handle RW shortages. Additionally, some key infrastructure
improvements may assist in the ability to meet multiple, often
competing demands for RW. Enhanced management allows better use

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:







OM1. Develop an RW diversion and delivery protocol identifying which users
can divert when, how much, and for how long.
OM2. Conduct a RW infrastructure improvement study to determine how
existing or new RW infrastructure can be optimized to best supply existing and
future RW users.
OM3. Consider how increased above or below ground surface storage (e.g. the
2 million gallon RW tank), other infrastructure improvements, automation,
variable frequency pumping, etc. can be used to achieve equity, timing, and
shortage-sharing objectives.
OM4. Identify if the Las Campanas RW pipeline can assist in creating system
redundancy, reliability, or optimization and seek necessary use agreements
and infrastructure improvements.

Develop necessary and equitable contracts, resolutions, and ordinances. Current RW
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users receive RW under varying circumstances, rates, and conditions.






OM5. Unify contract provisions, renewal processes, and RW rates. Streamline
process for short-term contract renewal.
OM6. Seek compensation for all RW use. In instances where the municipality
or another entity does not pay for RW, recognize the value of the RW being
provided “on the books”.
OM7. Seek short-term, non-summer month RW contracts.

Determine shortage sharing and emergency guidelines. Currently, no guidelines exist on
how to curtail RW during shortages or emergencies, as recommended within the WRATF
Final 2003 Report. Additionally, no provisions exist for back-up water supply for some
uses.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:



OM8. Develop criteria, strategies, processes, and protocols for addressing
shortages, water quality changes, back-up supplies, and emergencies to better
adapt to future conditions.
OM9. Revise RW use agreements to include sharing shortage parameters, water
quality constraints, and other circumstances of non-delivery.

Build Resiliency into RW allocations. All RW users require reliability to buffer against the
natural daily and seasonal fluctuations that occur in RW production and unforeseen
circumstances. A reserve and redundant supply would provide some water for unforeseen
conditions.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:



OM10. Reserve or store a portion (e.g. 1-5%) of the available RW to a reserve
account, perhaps storing water in the regional aquifer.
Develop a second water supply source for RW users for reliability and back-up.
Options include a high yielding production well from RW stored in the aquifer
or raw Rio Grande water.

8.5

Stewardship Theme

Provide adequate flows to the Santa Fe River. The City recognizes
the environmental, recreational, and water quality enhancing services
provided by the Santa Fe River and specifically the Santa Fe Rural
Protection Zone.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:
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S1. Determine the minimum and target flow requirements to maintain and/or
enhance the ecological services provided by the Rural Protection Zone,
including the reduction of nutrients (especially nitrogen and phosphorous).

Collaborate and coordinate with downstream agricultural communities and other
stakeholders. The City recognizes that the RW from the WWTP provides water that
downstream agriculture has become dependent upon since natural spring flows in the area
have decreased.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:







S2. Collectively develop and implement a stream flow monitoring program to
better understand water budgets in the La Cienegilla, La Cienega, and La Bajada
region.
S3. Provide WWTP output data regularly to interested parties.
S4. Convene a public workshop with water right experts to develop a common
understanding of the water rights issues and to better understand the City’s
legal obligations.
S5. Develop an operating arrangement with daily, monthly and annual stream
flow targets, within the adopted RW priority system.
S6. Participate in planning processes of area communities, encourage ruralurban relationships, and seek multi-party win-win solutions to water quality
quantity issues identified.

8.6

Green Theme

Use RW efficiently. Like all others water resource, RW is precious. By
using RW efficiently, the number of RW uses can expand or flows
provided to the ecosystem can be increased.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:






G1. Initiate a required irrigation efficiency analysis for each RW user (this could
be expanded to cover all turf irrigated by the City) and identify locations where
irrigation of RW can be reduced or eliminated. Evaluate the cost vs. benefit of
using of more advanced irrigation technology, monitoring application rates by
evapotranspiration (ET), or converting irrigated recreational areas to artificial
turf.
G2. Institute annual, monthly and daily water budgets and maximums for each
RW user and, to the extent possible, define the use quantity, either by contract
or governing body action.
G3. Provide incentives and resources for RW users to increase efficiency.
G4. Incorporate applicable RW use to existing City water conservation
ordinances.

Optimize energy consumption and production in RW transmission and use. Energy is
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used by transmission of RW from the WWTP to the use locations. In the future, the RW
could be used to generate hydropower as it is moved from one location to the other.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:



G6. Size RW transmission infrastructure to optimize energy use.
G7. If applicable, build hydropower production and energy storage into new
RW use projects.

Build resiliency and adaptation to climate change into RW planning and management.
While RW production is relatively immune to the impacts of climate change, RW irrigation
demand will likely increase under hotter and drier conditions projected under climate
change impacts. The management of RW needs to plan for, adapt, and thus become more
resilient to projected climate change effects.

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS:



G8. Determine projected climate change impacts on RW demand and build into
RW budgets, management, and operations procedures.
G9. Bank excess RW in local aquifers, particularly during the fall and spring
shoulder months and throughout the winter.
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Appendix A: Reclaimed Water Production and Use Data
•
•
•
•

2007-2012 Monthly RW Production and Use, compiled by WWMD
2002-2012 Monthly RW Use at MRC and Marty Sanchez GC
2010-2011 Monthly Use at SF Downs RW
1999-2012 Monthly Use at Landfill
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Appendix B: NMED Ground Water Quality Bureau Guidance:
Above Ground Use of Reclaimed Domestic Wastewater (2007)
•
•

Table 1: Approved Uses for Reclaimed Wastewater by Class
Table 3: Access Restrictions and Set Back Requirements
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Appendix C: Community Outreach and Public Involvement
Proposed Public Involvement Process (4/21/11) (Includes the
Formation of the Working Group)
• Governing Body Committee and Council Meetings
o City Council: 11/30/2011 (approval of evaluation objectives)
o Public Utilities Committee: 6/1/2011 (study session), 11/2/2011
(approval of evaluation objectives), 3/7/2012, 5/2/2012, 8/1/2012
(study session), 11/7/2012, 12/5/2012 (presentation of draft RWRP),
and 3/6/2013
o Public Works Committee: 11/21/2011 (approval of evaluation
objectives)
o Finance Committee: 1/22/2013 (presentation of draft RWRP)
o River Commission: 12/13/2012 (presentation of draft RWRP)
o Water Conservation Committee: 12/11/2012 (presentation of draft
RWRP)
o Parks and Open Space Committee: 12/18/12 (presentation of draft
RWRP)
• Public Meetings http://www.santafenm.gov/index.aspx?nid=2576
o December 1, 2011, Southside Public Library, 6 pm
o January 24th, 2013, Southside Public Library, 6 pm
• Stakeholder Meetings
o Espanola Basin Regional Issues Forum: 11/15/2012
o Santa Fe River Traditional Communities Collaborative: 12/13/2012
o Reclaimed Water Users: 1/7/2013, Nancy Rodriquez Community
Center, 11 am
o NM State Legislature House Agriculture and Water Committee: 2/27/13
o Board of Santa Fe County Commission: 2/12/2013 (presentation of
draft RWRP made by SF County staff)
• Feedback from the January 24th Public Meeting
• Selected News Articles
o New Pipeline to connect Las Campanas golf courses to diversion project,
11/11/2011, J.A. Grimm, The New Mexican
o Santa Fe Pondering New Effluent Plan, 11/29/2011, K. Hay, ABQJournal
Online
o City Wants Public Input on Different Uses for Effluent, 11/30/2011, K.
Hay, Journal Santa Fe
o Plan for Treated Effluent Revised, 1/27/2013, K. Hay, Journal Santa Fe
o Club’s Effluent Pact Is Reviewed, 2/9/2013, K. Hay, Journal Santa Fe
• Website: http://www.santafenm.gov/index.aspx?nid=2576
•
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Treated Effluent Management Plan Update:
Proposed Public Involvement Process
The purpose of this outline is to describe how the City plans to involve the community in the
TEMP2 process

1.

CORE TEMP2 WORKING GROUP:

A.

What- A working group that is composed of knowledgeable and engaged community
members that represent the key interests in TEMP and the broader constituents of Santa
Fe.

B.

C.

Working Group Role/Assignment
i. review of effluent use options
ii. review of 40-year supply projections
iii. feedback on draft criteria adopted by PUC
iv. attend public meetings
v. review of ranking results,
vi. discussion/ideas on prioritization and/or sharing of shortage
vii. feedback on initial recommendations/strategies/plan
Potential Members – Below is a list of potential Working Group members that staff has
complied group to represent a variety of perspectives (recreationists, local businesses,
downstream irrigators, environmentalists, effluent contractors), includes members from
the 2003 Wastewater Reuse taskforce, and draws from some retired water resource
experts.
*Neva van Peski, retired economist, citizen water expert, City resident
*Don Percious, retired hydrologist and Washington DC policy analyst, City resident
*Mike Crawford, semi-retired water and wastewater engineer, Eldorado resident
*Charlie Nylander, water resource consultant, Las Campanas resident, Western
Coalition of Arid States board member
*Felicity Broennan, Santa Fe Watershed Association Director
Jose Varela Lopez, La Cienegilla irrigator
A Santa Fe County staff representative
Maryann McGraw, New Mexico Environment Department Surface Water Bureau
*Staff has discussed the possibility of serving with these individuals: Claudia Borchert,
Gretel Follingstad, Dan Ransom (Water Division), Kathleen Garcia (Wastewater
Division), Brian Drypolcher (Santa Fe River Coordinator), Fabian Chavez (Parks).
Other potential members to be considered by the PUC include: Dave Gold or John Miles
Smith (Santa Fe Basin Water Association), Tom Dixon (Guicu ditch irrigator), Simon
Brackley (Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce) , John Horning (Wild Earth Guardian), JanWillem (Earth Works Institute), Cochiti Pueblo representative,

C
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Selection – Staff has identified a list of potentially interested community members
(above). Staff is seeking PUC guidance to finalize list and prioritize runner-ups in case
any of the people identified above cannot participate. Staff to call and invite members on
list.
Working Group Ground Rules
i. Provide information to the process
ii. Advise the governing body on alternatives, strategies, implementation, etc
iii. Requires commitment of participation

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT:

A.

Two Public meetings – (October and January, same location, eg GCCC classroom)
i. First meeting – Gain public opinion and input on options for using the effluent and
the criteria to assess those options;
ii. Second meeting – Report on findings from public process including the survey
results, paper ballots and the progress of the working group and next steps for
implementation.
iii. Strategies for Public Meeting Attendance
1. Advertisements – Newspapers, local free publications, craigslist
2. Billing Inserts – 1-2 months prior to meeting dates
3. Email list serves – General announcements and reminders
4. Radio spots/Ads- One week prior to meeting, 2-3 times
5. Press Releases
6. Post information on website
7. In all advertisement- provide link to website for more information;

B.

Public Education, Information and Feedback Campaign
i. Press releases- release a newsworthy item approximately 1x month
ii. Radio: Record short public service announcements, KSUAVE radio show
iii. Write news articles for free local community newsletters and newspapers (Greenfire
Times, church news letters, …)
iv. Post detailed information on City Web page
v. Survey Monkey (web-based) – Send out online questionnaire to vast email list to gain
feedback; use as an electronic ballot for the public to weigh in on different options
and criteria for TEMP. This is a good tool for people who are unable to attend the
meetings, but would like to participate (both meetings)
vi. Informational flyer with feedback opportunity at City properties including Water
Division billing, public libraries, City gyms/public pools etc.
vii. Provide information in English and Spanish.
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Comments from January 24th public meeting:
SF Country Club Option: “This should be condemned as a public nuisance water waster”
BW Permit Compliance “Voting for this option would imply that using aquifer is a good
idea. What about recharge?”
SF River Upstream: “if treated on the way down”
SF River Downstream:
“The easiest way and the cheapest way for the City to get more water is to steal it from the
three minority communities and an Indian reservation downstream. This is in no way a
progressive or liberal agenda to generate [and] promote a living river in the City and dry up
these down river communities is neither moral nor equitable. The minority communities
are being given the back seats of the bus.”
“ Stop sending treated effluent down the Santa Fe River in the winter to be lost to
evaporation. It is a crime and will be part of the Texas law suit unless you want a trip to
DC.”
• When do we need RW to supplement our other potable resources? (in
approximately one-two decades)
• Will we need the SF Downs once SWAN Park is completed? (beyond scope of the
RWRP)
• Who is going to pay for storage to meet downstream use? (will be considered in the
implementing actions)
Poll of participants at the 1/24/13 public meeting:
Option
1st place
votes
1 MRC
3
1
4
1
5 SF River Downstream
8
6
7
1
10
12
2
13 BW
1
14
15 Future Potable Water Supply
10

2nd place
votes
2
1
3
3
1
9
2

3rd place
votes
1
4
3
4
1
1
1
3
1

Overall
Score*
5
9
6
34
7
5
1
6
22
3
35

* calculated by assigning 3 points to first place, 2 points to second, and 1 point to third
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Join the City of Santa Fe for

An Interactive Public Meeting
Designed to Gain Your Input!
Be an important part of Santa Fe
decision-making process!
Thursday, December 1, 2011, 6pm-7:30pm
Southside Public Library, 6599 Jaguar Drive

Jaguar Drive
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What is important to you?
Recreation? Parks? Water
security? Water for the
river? Costs? Something
else?
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Questions? Claudia Borchert, (505) 955-4203
ciborchert@santafenm.gov

New pipeline to connect Las Campanas golf
courses to diversion project
Club to buy water from county via private link to Buckman
project
By Julie Ann Grimm | The New Mexican
11/11/2011
The golf courses at Las Campanas expect to get all their irrigation water via a new pipeline by
next spring.
On Tuesday, the Santa Fe County Commission approved a plan to supply the golf courses as a
wholesale raw water customer — a move that creates revenue to help the county pay for its
share of operating costs for the city-county Buckman Direct Diversion at the Rio Grande.
The arrangement, which also gives club managers a long-term solution to water-supply needs,
is the last step in a years-long effort for water customers at Las Campanas to transition from
the city's jurisdiction to the county's.
Both the club and the residents of the luxury-home subdivision northwest of the city limits
originally planned to get water through partnership in a massive project to divert surface water
from the Rio Grande and not depend on public utilities as a water customer. However, next
year the bulk of the water used for drinking and irrigation there will be bought from Santa Fe
County.
Currently, the two 18-hole golf courses at The Club at Las Campanas use about 600 acre-feet
of water a year. Of that, 450 acre-feet is treated effluent from the city wastewater treatment
plant southwest of town. About 100 acre-feet comes from well water that the club buys from
the city, and the remaining water comes from the effluent generated by the Las Campanas
sewer co-op.
A private pipeline now under construction will change all that. Work began in July and should
be complete by December on a line to connect the club to a raw water pipeline coming off the
city/county Buckman Direct Diversion, explained club president Phil George. Once the kinks
are ironed out, it will enable the club to stop buying both the city's treated wastewater and
well water. A settlement agreement between the city and Las Campanas developers called for
such purchases to cease after the river diversion came online.
A wrinkle in the plan emerged when some of the financial backers of Las Campanas Limited

Partnership lost their footing. A bank took over the partnership several years ago, and the
club's 750 members assumed ownership of club operations last year.
Club managers first sought to buy more of the city's treated wastewater, but gave up on that
plan and began working on the idea of becoming a county utility customer.
George said the club has invested nearly $500,000 in irrigation upgrades and turf removal in
efforts to conserve water on the courses. The club now uses up to 25 percent less water overall
than its original water budget, and club members set a goal of cutting water use by 30 percent,
according to a presentation organizers made to the County Commission.
Santa Fe County also sells wholesale water to Las Campanas Water Cooperative, which
serves 800 to 900 homes in the development. Before May, the co-op also bought water from
the city of Santa Fe.
County Utilities Director Patricio Guerrortiz wrote in a memo to policymakers that the plan
should allow the county to achieve a greater economy of scale for its water service, keeping
rates affordable and easing the cost of expansion.
City Utilities Director Brian Snyder said the city has for several years anticipated that most of
the water use at Las Campanas would eventually be supplied by another provider.
A formal study of how the city uses its treated effluent is under way and could be discussed
by officials early next year. In addition to the Las Campanas golf courses, which have been
irrigated with city effluent since 2004, the Santa Fe Country Club, The Downs at Santa Fe and
Santa Fe Horse Park also buy effluent from the city.
Contact Julie Ann Grimm at 986-3017 or jgrimm@sfnewmexican.com.
Comments:
One acre foot is almost 326 thousand gallons. 600 acre feet is about 195 million
gallons. That's an average of over 530 thousand per day. It kind of sounds like
a lot; but spread over 36 holes it's only about 15 thousand gallons per hole per
day. Look at your monthly water bill usage to get some personal perspective.
Good responses!
The most shocking thing I have ever seen in drought-challenged New Mexico is a golf course.
There have been 6 new area courses built since LC including the City course. SF country club gets free effluent.
The same water source from the Buckman Diversion will end up at all of these wealthy golf courses in one way or the other.
What is wrong with this picture? By the way, why should the City and the County continue to support the Santa Fe Polo grounds
and the Forest Guardian Beaver Project with city effluent waters that belong to the traditional farmers downstream from the city
treatment plant? It appears the city would rather feed the golf courses verses to protect and substain the old historical and
traditional communities downstream.
Reintroducing beavers actually HELPS downstream farmers by overall improvement of the watershed. Last summer the
farmers were complaining about the beavers "taking" all the water--but there would not have been flow further south in that dry
season even without the ponds.
Beavers are an asset to water management in the small streams they tend to favor. Golf courses are a drain on water
resources. Personally, I would rather allocate water to small farmers than to golf courses. Although not practical yet, our parks
and golf courses really should be using treated effluent, as they do in AZ and CA.

abqjournal.com

http://www.abqjournal.com/main/2011/11/29/blogs/santa-fe-pondering-new-effluent-plan.html

ABQJournal Online » Santa Fe Pondering New Effluent Plan
Santa Fe residents are about to get a chance to offer their thoughts on how the city should use its treated
wastewater.
On Thursday, city water staff are hosting a meeting at the Southside Library to solicit input on 22 options
ranging from irrigation of public spaces to return flow credits for the municipal water system.
“I think the public has a vested interest in many things, including their water resources. We want to hear from
them. I personally also think the public has good ideas and I want to make sure I capture them,” city Water
Resources Coordinator Borchert said.
Essentially, Santa Fe’s treated effluent management plan is out-of-date. Created more than a dozen years
ago, it’s based on the assumption that the city is working with about 12,000 acre-feet of effluent a year. In
reality, Santa Fe has been generating between 5,400 and 5,800 acre-feet over the past few years.
That’s not a bad thing – having less effluent “is largely because of conservation efforts,” Borchert said.
But, “it was time to re-evaluate the priorities identified in that plan and see if they still make sense with out
current understanding of having half as much treated effluent,” she said.
Possible effluent uses include:
•Irrigation for public spaces, including the Municipal Recreation Complex, certain playing fields at Santa Fe
Downs, parks and the Santa Fe River upstream of 599.
•Irrigation for public golf courses.
•Recharging groundwater to mitigate surface water impact from the city’s well fields.
•Future water supply considerations, including return flow credits, re-use of highly treated effluent and
aquifer storage.
•Selling to private entities, including the Las Campanas subdivision, which helps keep wastewater rates down
for regular city customers.
The meeting will be at the Southside Library, located at 6599 Jaguar Drive, from 6 to 7:30 p.m. Information
will also soon be available on the city’s website at www.santafenm.gov.
Reprint story
-- Email the reporter at khay@abqjournal.com.Call the reporter at 505-992-6290
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Appendix D: Reclaimed Wastewater Availability Calculations
•
•
•

Inter-monthly Variability in RW Production
RW Return Factor
Future Demand
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Inter-monthly Variability in RW Production

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

2008
512.7
475.8
517.4
436.7
470.0
478.4
512.7
509.8
473.2
492.1
461.9
486.6

2009
475.5
422.5
467.8
455.9
488.0
452.2
511.0
431.5
399.2
399.3
437.2
451.0

2010
445.5
415.9
475.7
464.2
478.3
508.5
506.2
524.7
494.0
491.7
444.1
450.3

2011
435.5
427.7
474.4
444.6
430.4
401.8
476.7
493.3
469.2
469.2
448.4
493.0

2012
474.7
440.2
468.9
450.5
464.8
481.1
537.7
569.4
500.9
522.5
509.0
532.8
Annual

Reclaimed Wastewater Return Factor
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

RW Production
Potable Production TE:Potable
af
mg
af
mg
6,154
2,005
9,151
2,982
67.3%
5,984
1,950
9,250
3,014
64.7%
5,484
1,787
9,086
2,961
60.4%
5,702
1,858
9,226
3,006
61.8%
5,464
1,780
9,567
3,117
57.1%
5,953
1,940
9,777
3,186
60.9%
Average
62.0%

E

Average
afm
mgm
468.8
152.7
436.4
142.2
480.8
156.7
450.4
146.8
466.3
152.0
464.4
151.3
508.9
165.8
505.7
164.8
467.3
152.3
475.0
154.8
460.1
149.9
482.8
157.3
472.2
153.9

+/- monthly
average
afm
3.5
35.8
-8.6
21.8
5.9
7.8
-36.6
-33.5
4.9
-2.7
12.1
-10.5

monthly
average
1%
8%
-2%
5%
1%
2%
-8%
-7%
1%
-1%
3%
-2%
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Future Demand Calculations

Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057

LRWSP
Estimated
Service
Populatio Adjusted
Actual
TE
Area
production
Annual City of SF n of those Population
TE
served
Populatio Growth Populatio
of Servica with 110 prodcuti
, full
outside
n
on, 62% conservn.
n
Area
gpcd
Rate
84,317
85,750
86,925
88,116
89,323
90,547
91,787
92,962
94,152
95,357
96,578
97,814
99,007
100,215
101,438
102,675
103,928
104,915
105,912
106,918
107,934
108,959
109,875
110,798
111,728
112,667
113,613
114,477
115,347
116,223
117,107
117,997
118,799
119,607
120,420
121,239
122,063
122,893
123,729
124,571
125,418
126,270
127,129
127,994
128,864
129,740
130,622
131,511
132,405

1.017
1.0137
1.0137
1.0137
1.0137
1.0137
1.0128
1.0128
1.0128
1.0128
1.0128
1.0122
1.0122
1.0122
1.0122
1.0122
1.0095
1.0095
1.0095
1.0095
1.0095
1.0084
1.0084
1.0084
1.0084
1.0084
1.0076
1.0076
1.0076
1.0076
1.0076
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068
1.0068

67,947
68,219
68,649

12,013
12,061
12,137

79,960
80,279
80,785
81,892
83,014
84,151
85,229
86,319
87,424
88,543
89,677
90,771
91,878
92,999
94,134
95,282
96,187
97,101
98,024
98,955
99,895
100,734
101,580
102,433
103,294
104,161
104,953
105,751
106,554
107,364
108,180
108,916
109,657
110,402
111,153
111,909
112,670
113,436
114,207
114,984
115,766
116,553
117,346
118,143
118,947
119,756
120,570
121,390

9,852
9,892
9,954
10,090
10,229
10,369
10,502
10,636
10,772
10,910
11,050
11,184
11,321
11,459
11,599
11,740
11,852
11,964
12,078
12,193
12,309
12,412
12,516
12,621
12,727
12,834
12,932
13,030
13,129
13,229
13,330
13,420
13,511
13,603
13,696
13,789
13,883
13,977
14,072
14,168
14,264
14,361
14,459
14,557
14,656
14,756
14,856
14,957

F

5,911
5,935
5,972
6,054
6,137
6,221
6,301
6,382
6,463
6,546
6,630
6,711
6,793
6,875
6,959
7,044
7,111
7,179
7,247
7,316
7,385
7,447
7,510
7,573
7,636
7,701
7,759
7,818
7,878
7,937
7,998
8,052
8,107
8,162
8,217
8,273
8,330
8,386
8,443
8,501
8,559
8,617
8,675
8,734
8,794
8,853
8,914
8,974

5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911
5,911

TE
production
TE
, full
with 105 prodcutio
conservn.
gpcd
n, 62%

9,405
9,442
9,502
9,632
9,764
9,897
10,024
10,152
10,282
10,414
10,547
10,676
10,806
10,938
11,072
11,207
11,313
11,421
11,529
11,639
11,749
11,848
11,947
12,048
12,149
12,251
12,344
12,438
12,532
12,628
12,724
12,810
12,897
12,985
13,073
13,162
13,252
13,342
13,432
13,524
13,616
13,708
13,802
13,895
13,990
14,085
14,181
14,277

5,643
5,665
5,701
5,779
5,858
5,938
6,014
6,091
6,169
6,248
6,328
6,406
6,484
6,563
6,643
6,724
6,788
6,852
6,917
6,983
7,049
7,109
7,168
7,229
7,289
7,351
7,406
7,463
7,519
7,577
7,634
7,686
7,738
7,791
7,844
7,897
7,951
8,005
8,059
8,114
8,169
8,225
8,281
8,337
8,394
8,451
8,509
8,566

5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
5,643
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Appendix E: Development of Options
Reclaimed Wastewater Usage and Associated Contracts, 2011
(produced by WWMD)
• List of All Options Considered
• SF River Downstream
o August 8, 2012 Letter to Brian Snyder from the Santa Fe River Traditional
Communities Collaborative
o 2012 House Memorial 74- “Requesting that the City and County of Santa Fe
Ensure That Sufficient Water Is Released Into the Santa Fe River to Support
Traditional Agriculture Around La Bajada and La Cienega..”
o 2013 House Joint Memorial 33 (amended)- “Requesting that the City of
Santa Fe Give Consideration To the Release of Reclaimed Wastewater To
Downstream Users in the Villages of La Cieneguilla, La Cienega, and La
Bajada and the Pueblo of Cochiti to Sustain Historic Agricultural
Traditions…”
o September 25th, 2012 Santa Fe County Resolution 2012-__ “Respectfully
Request That the City of Santa Fe Give Priority to the Release of Sufficient
Reclaimed Wastewater to Downstream Users of La Cienegilla, La Cienega,
Te Village of La Bajada and Tribes for Historic Agricultural Traditions…”
o 2012 Memo to City Public Utilities Committee from Marcos Martinez,
Assistant City Attorney Regarding City’s Right to Reclaimed Wastewater
and Downstream Obligations
• City of Santa Fe Resolution 2006-64 – “Directing Staff to Prepare a
Report For the Governing Body of the City of Santa Fe Regarding Plans
for Effluent Liines…”
• December 5,2011 Letter from Kyle Harwood on behalf of Los Alamos
National Bank Requesting Reclaimed Wastewater for the Santa Fe
Equestrian Center
• January 24, 2012 Email from Ted Williams Expressing Ideas on
Potential Uses of Renovated Water
• October 23, 2012 Email from Randy Watkins from Santa Fe Solid Waste
Management Agency Describing Use of RW at the Landfill
• Exhibit A to Chapter XXII: City of Santa Fe Sanitary Sewer Rate, Fee and
Penalty Schedule
•
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Option ID

Option Name

Public Park/Greenspace Irrigation:
1

Multi-Use Recreation Complex

2

Santa Fe Downs Infield Playing Fields

3

SWAAN: Planned Recreation Park

4

SW Sector: Other Irrigation Parks

5

SF River Rural Protection Zone

6

SF River, Upstream of 599, 0.75 cfs

Public Golf Course Irrigation:
7

Santa Fe Country Club Golf Course

8

Marty Sanchez Golf Course

Revenue Generating:
9

Las Campanas Golf Course

10

SF Equestrian Center

Conservation, Education, and Resource Management
11

Reclaimed, On-Demand Water Sales for Construction, Dust Control, etc

12

Educational Center, NM Game and Fish (Pond)

13

Caja del Rio Regional Landfill

Traditional Irrigated Agriculture
14

SF River Downstream WWTP Flow: 1.5 cfs (in addition to Option #5)

15

SF River Downstream WWTP Flows: 2.0 cfs (in addition to Option #5)

16

SF River Downstream WWTP Flows: 0.75 to 2.0 cfs (in addition to Option #5)

Buckman Well Permit Compliance (Office of the State Engineer Requirements):
17

Discharge credit

18

USFS: well replacement

Future Water Supply:
19

Return flow credit via Rio Grande

20

Direct Reuse

21

Aquifer storage (AS) - for later recovery

Possible Future Ecosystem Requirements:
22

Wetlands

23

Santa Fe Basin Adjudication

24

ESA requirements on Rio Grande

F
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CONSULTING, PC

HARWOOD

Brian K. Snyder, PE
Public Utilities Department and Water Division Director
City of Santa Fe
Re:
Date:

Treated Effluent contract for SF Equestrian Center
December 5, 2011

Dear Brian:
I am writing on behalf of Los Alamos National Bank, the current owner and operator of the Santa Fe
Equestrian Center (formerly Santa Fe Horse Park), regarding the future use of treated effluent supplies. This
facility has used treated effluent from the Wastewater Plant in the past, and LANB would like to maintain the
option of using treated effluent in the future. We have completed the work necessary to maintain an updated
Discharge Permit from the NMED (DP-78), which was set to expire at the end of 2010.
I understand that the City Council has requested an update to the Treated Effluent Management Plan,
and your staff will be making a recommendation in the near future regarding policies and terms for future
treated effluent contracts. I have provided the following technical information to Ms. Claudia Borchert regarding
the facility's needs:
Volume:
Daily demand:
Term:

maximum of 127 afy, average 95 afy
maximum of 400,000 gpd
10 years or longer

Thank you for your consideration of this request. I have also discussed with your counsel, Marcos
Martinez, the City's position regarding unpaid fees during the term of the prior owner's use of the facility. I look
forward to an opportunity to meet with you and discuss any questions you may have regarding this request.
Sincerely,

Kyle Harwood
LANB counsel

505.629.8999
1660A Old Pecos Trail • Santa Fe NM 87505
kyle@harwood-consulting.com • harwood-consulting.com
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Appendix F: Criteria Used in Scoring and Ranking of Options
•

•
•
•

Approach For Selecting Objectives and Objective Weighting
(8/30/2011)
Forced- Pair Criteria Weighting Exercise
Individual Working Group Scores
Ranking of Options – Equally Weighted Criteria (A), Weighted Criteria
(B), and Weighted Criteria and City Contracts and Policies (C)
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Appendix G: Public Comments to December 2012 Draft of RWRP
•
•
•
•

•

December 1, 2011 Email from Bette Booth on behalf of POSAC
November 27, 2012 Email from Ben Gurule, Acting Parks Division
Director Regarding RW Needs at MRC and Marty Sanchez GC
January 25, 2013 Email from Randy Watkins from Santa Fe Solid
Waste Management Agency Requesting a RW Budget for the Landfill
of 12 Million Gallons per Year
January 28, 2013 Email from Jana Werner for the Downs of Santa Fe
Identifying Corrections in the December 2012 RWRP Draft and
Noting that the Downs RW Budget Needs to Match the Existing
Contract.
February 15, 2013 Letter from the Rio Grande Chapter of the Sierra
Club
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